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Abstract
This paper investigates the role of ontologies as a central part of an architecture to repurpose existing material from the web.
A prototype system called ArtEquAKT is presented, which combines information extraction, knowledge management and consolidation
techniques and adaptive document generation.
All of these components are co-ordinated using one central ontology, providing a common vocabulary for describing the information
fragments as they are processed. Each of the components of the architecture is described in detail and an evaluation of the system
discussed. Conclusions are drawn as to the effectiveness of such an approach and further challenges are outlined.
r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
There is a vast amount of information present on the web
for a wide range of domains. Despite this challenging
information space, web users are able to search for material
of interest using commercial search engines such as Google
and Yahoo. Such search methods present information to the
user in its original form, structured for its original purpose.
Often this is more than adequate for the reader, but
sometimes they might want something more focused on a
particular task, or collated from a broader set of resources.
Let us take a concrete example, one we will use as the
basis for much of what follows in this paper. A person
wishes to ﬁnd out information about an artist. Perhaps
they have a speciﬁc piece of information they wish to ﬁnd;
perhaps they want a summary of his/her work; maybe
they just want a biography of his/her life. Typing the name
of the artist into a search engine like Google they are
returned a set of search results. If they are lucky and the
artist is reasonably well known, the ﬁrst search result may
be a useful biography such as those produced at the
WebMuseum
1 and the biography may answer all of their
questions. However this might not occur for a variety of
reasons:
  A useful biography of the artist exists, but it is buried
amongst a mass of returned results for hotels, art shops,
dentist practices that all use the artists name by
coincidence or design.
  A good biography exists for the artist but it does not
contain speciﬁc facts that the reader was interested in
ﬁnding. These may well exist on less comprehensive
biography pages.
  The artist is relatively unknown, and although a number
of web pages contain fragments of information about
them, no single page is satisfactory.
  The reader is unable to ask speciﬁc questions about an
artist such as ‘What was Holbein’s date of birth?’ or
‘Who were Holbein’s inﬂuences?’
To solve this problem, what the user needs is a system with
a behaviour depicted in Fig. 1. A system that scours the
web looking for any pages or fragments of pages that
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1http://www.ibiblio.org/wm/contain information about the artist and combines them
into one ﬁnal document that satisﬁes the reader.
To produce such a system requires a solution to a
number of key problems:
  We have to ﬁnd documents on the web that might
contain useful content.
  We have to identify and extract the relevant bits of
information from the documents.
  We need to be able to understand and structure that
which we have extracted if we are to be able to
reconﬁgure it for speciﬁc purposes and avoid duplica-
tion, or inaccurate information.
  We have to establish what inaccurate means in this
context.
  We need to design suitable document structures which
we might wish to produce.
  We have to generate the documents from the informa-
tion we have extracted.
These are not new problems. Some of them are at the core
of whole research ﬁelds. What we are aiming for in our
work is an understanding of how these problems ﬁt
together; how they can be assembled into a chain of
processes that achieves the goal, and how the success/
failure of any process affects the others. Our approach is to
use an ontological model of the domain as a facilitator
throughout all the processes. This provides a common
vocabulary and speciﬁes the semantics of key relationships
within the domain. It can be used as a structure for a
knowledge base (KB) of information accumulated from the
web, which can then be used as the basis for reasoning and
document generation.
Fig. 2 illustrates how such a chain of processes might
operate. Each process takes its cues from the ontology,
which provides a common reference model for all parts of
the chain. At the front are the information extraction (IE)
technologies. These include the search technologies as well
as those technologies carrying out natural language
understanding and extraction. The search technologies
might use existing information from the KBs and structural
information from the ontology to help build their queries.
In the case of the current prototype the creation of queries
from the ontology is not automatic. The vocabulary and
relationships held within the ontology provide an under-
pining for the IE tools.
Once the raw source information has been harvested,
processed and structured, it is passed to the KB technol-
ogies for structuring and consolidation. As well as using
the ontology to organise the storage of the gathered
information, the relationships can be used to help the
heuristic based consolidation processes and to help verify
the information.
Once a structured KB of information has been collated,
stories (constructed sequences of information fragments)
can be generated from this using narrative generation tools
and techniques. Again, the ontology feeds into the process,
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Fig. 2. The chain of processes organised by an ontology.
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vocabulary and relationships of the ontology and
the subsequent stories adapted so as not to duplicate
information.
The prototype system which we have constructed to
support such a chain we have called ArtEquAKT.
1.1. The ArtEquAKT project
The ArtEquAKT project seeks to create dynamic
biographies of artists by harvesting biographical informa-
tion from the web (Alani et al., 2003). The system uses the
information harvested from the web to automatically
instantiate ontologies. It then reconstructs the required
biographies using the populated ontology and annotated
fragments based on user preferences and story schema.
ArtEquAKT draws on the expertise of two EPSRC
Interdisciplinary Research Collaborations (IRCs), AKT
and Equator, in addition to the domain expertise of the
European project Artiste which, amongst other things,
provided input into aspects of the IE systems.
1.2. Overview
In Section 2 we will describe the ontology used in more
detail, including discussion on its design and the appro-
priation of existing ontologies. More detailed information
is included on how the IE techniques are applied using the
ontology as a grounding vocabulary (Section 2.3) and the
consolidation and veriﬁcation processes carried out during
storage of the extracted information (Sections 2.4 and 2.5).
Section 2.6 focuses on the narrative generation aspects of
ArtEquAKT. In Section 3, a discussion and an evaluation
are provided. Section 4 gives exemplars of the related work
in the areas drawn together in the project and ﬁnally
conclusions are drawn along with suggestions for where
this work might develop in the future in Section 5.
2. The ArtEquAKT system
In this part we examine the ArtEquAKT architecture
and its component parts. First we will discuss the
conceptual representation of the architecture shown in
Fig. 3, illustrating processes and information ﬂows. These
have been broken down into the three broad areas: IE,
knowledge management and document generation. The
following sections provide a more detailed system overview
of the constructed prototype (see Fig. 4) showing the
interaction of the various system components used in the
document construction process. An additional section will
then brieﬂy cover the user interface to the system.
2.1. Conceptual architecture
Fig. 3 shows a conceptual architecture for the system
depicting the different processes that take place during the
construction of a document (labelled 1–8.) The information
is also shown, illustrating how it is modiﬁed and
manipulated as it passes through the system. The diagram
illustrates the role of the central ontology in these
processes, each of which is described in more detail below.
(1) Extraction: The extraction process involves the use of
search engines to identify documents containing
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sequent extraction of facts and relations and images
from within the documents.
(2) Population: The extracted information is fed into the
KB creating new entities and relationships.
(3) Consolidation: The KB is consolidated to combine
entities that are concluded to be identical based on
similar information and relationships.
(4) Indexing: The database (DB) index is created from the
KB allowing fast access for simple paragraph and
sentence queries.
(5) Selection: The reader selects a biography from a list of
possible types, enters a list of preferences and the name
of an artist.
(6) Personalisation: The selected template is personalised
using the readers preferences to selectively remove parts
of the template that are not of interest to the reader.
(7) Instantiation: Using queries to the KB and DB, the
template is instantiated with information. The instan-
tiated template contains hypermedia structures.
(8) Rendering: The hypermedia structures are rendered as a
HTML page with adaptive content. Some information
considered supplementary is initially hidden from the
user but is available on request.
The speciﬁc implementation details of the ArtEquAKT
prototype developed to illustrate the conceptual architec-
ture described above can be seen in Fig. 4. The three areas
of IE, knowledge management and document generation
have again been highlighted to help indicate the mapping
between the concepts and the ﬁnal implementation.
2.2. The ArtEquAKT ontology
For ArtEquAKT the requirement was to build an
ontology to represent the domain of artists and artefacts.
The main part of this ontology was constructed from
selected sections in the CIDOC Conceptual Reference
Model (CRM) ontology
2. The CRM ontology is written in
RDF and is designed to represent museum artefacts, their
production, ownership, location, etc. This ontology was
modiﬁed for ArtEquAKT and enriched with additional
classes and relationships to represent a variety of informa-
tion related to artists, their personal information, family
relations, relations with other artists, details of their work,
etc. The ArtEquAKT ontology and KB are accessible via
an ontology server.
The ArtEquAKT ontology was implemented in Prote ´ ge ´
(Musen et al., 2000), an ontology–engineering tool devel-
oped by Stanford Medical Informatics. The ArtEquAKT
ontology contains 43 classes and over 230 relations, and is
formalised in RDF. Fig. 5 shows a subset of the ontology
held in Prote ´ ge ´ .
2.3. IE in ArtEquAKT
ArtEquAKT’s knowledge extraction tool aims to identi-
fy and extract knowledge triples from text documents and
to provide them as RDF triples for entry into the KB (Kim
et al., 2002). ArtEquAKT uses its ontology coupled with a
general-purpose lexicon (WordNet, Miller et al., 1993), a
syntactic parser (Apple Pie Parser, Sekine and Grishman,
1995), an entity-recogniser (GATE, Cunningham et al.,
2002b), and a wrapper (Armadillo, Ciravegna et al., 2004)
as supporting tools for identifying knowledge fragments.
Documents relevant to a given artist are identiﬁed using
online search engines and content similarity analysis. The
similarity of a candidate document is measured against an
example biography using a term vector similarity measure.
HTML tags are removed to extract only texts from the
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stoplist ﬁle is performed in advance. This is followed by a
stemming algorithm which removes the common morpho-
logical and inﬂexional endings from words and converts
them into a normalised form. A simple term-frequency
processing is then applied to the biography in order to
convert the biography into a term-vector model. We use
the cosine function in order to measure a content similarity
between the biography and a candidate document retrieved
by using the search engine. Documents with similarity
above a given threshold are selected for analysis. These
documents are then analysed syntactically and semantically
to identify any relevant knowledge to extract. ArtEquAKT
attempts to identify not just entities, but also their
relationships.
There are some trusted and rich online sources and DBs
for information about artists (e.g. ULAN
3), which could be
used to bootstrap systems like ArtEquAKT. However, the
greater challenge is to be able to automatically locate and
extract information from the web, irrespective of source or
structure. Therefore, ArtEquAKT was not bootstrapped
with any data from existing DBs or other structured
sources to experiment with relying entirely on automatic IE
from arbitrary sources. Bootstrapping, however, is a good
strategy for speeding up data gathering with reliable data,
which can be used to verify any automatically collected
information (e.g. Grishman and Sundheim, 1996).
The IE component in ArtEquAKT uses the ontology
coupled with the general-purpose lexical DB WordNet
(Miller et al., 1993) and a software architecture for
language engineering used for entity recognition, GATE
(General Architecture for Text Engineering, Cunningham
et al., 2002a) as IE tools for identifying knowledge
fragments consisting not just of entities, but also the
relationships between them. Automatic term expansion
based on WordNet is used to increase the scope of text
analysis to cover syntactic patterns that imprecisely match
our deﬁnitions.
When a user searches for an artist, if the given artist is
new to the KB, the IE process is initiated. Firstly, a script
submits the artist’s name as a query to search engines
(currently we use ‘Google’).
In order to select only art-related web pages (as opposed
to pages which may match the search criteria but are
concerned with other topics) we use a keyword template.
The template keywords are extracted from trusted bio-
graphy sites and used to identify the likelihood of a search
result being an artist biography. The search engine results
are compared to the template and those that surpass a
certain threshold are taken to be biographies with the
remainder discarded. The ﬁltered URLs are perhaps those
sites such as restaurants or hotel web pages, which may
contain the artists name but do not meet the necessary
similarity measure.
Table 1 shows the list of web pages that the system
selected to extract information about Renoir.
Each selected document is then divided into paragraphs
and sentences. Each sentence is analysed syntactically and
semantically to identify any relevant knowledge to extract.
The Apple Pie Parser (Sekine and Grishman, 1995) is used
for grouping grammatically related phrases as the result of
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main components of a given sentence (i.e. ‘subject’, ‘verb’,
‘object’), and identiﬁes named entities (e.g. ‘Renoir’ is a
Person, ‘Paris’ is a Place) using GATE and WordNet.
GATE is also used to resolve anaphoric references
(personal pronouns). Fig. 6 illustrates this process. Below
is an example of an extracted paragraph:
Pierre-Auguste Renoir was born in Limoges on Feb-
ruary 25, 1841. His father was a tailor and his mother a
dressmaker.
The challenge is to extract relationships between any
identiﬁed pair of entities. Knowledge about the domain
speciﬁc semantic relations is required, which can be
inferred from the ArtEquAKT ontology and used to
decide which relations are expected between the entities in
hand. In addition, three lexical relations (synonyms,
hypernyms, and hyponyms) from WordNet are used to
reduce the problem of linguistic variations given identiﬁed
entities. Since the relation may have multiple entries in
WordNet (polysemous words), the mapping between an
ontology relation and an entry in WordNet takes into
account syntactic and semantic clues present in a sentence.
For example, the relation of ‘Person date_of_birth Date’
maps into the concept of ‘birth’ which, in WordNet, has
four noun senses and one verb sense. The ﬁrst noun sense is
selected since one of its hypernyms is ‘time period’ which
has ‘Date’ as a hyponym.
Annotations provided by GATE and WordNet highlight
that ‘Pierre-Auguste Renoir’ is a Person’s name, ‘February
25, 1841’ is a Date, and ‘Limoges’ is a Place. Relation
extraction is determined by the categorisation result of
the verb ‘bear’ which matches with two potential relations;
date_of_birth and place_of_birth. Since both relations
are associated with ‘February 25, 1841’ and ‘Limoges’
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Table 1
Web pages from which information about Renoir was extracted from
1 www.respree.com/cgi-bin/SoftCart.exe/biography/pierre-
auguste-renoir.html?E+scstore
2 www.phillipscollection.org/html/lbp.html
3 www.abcgallery.com/R/renoir/renoirbio.html
4 www.theartgallery.com.au/ArtEducation/greatartists/Renoir/about/
5 www.art-and-artist.co.uk/impressionist/
6 www.biography.com/impressionists/artists_renoir.html
7 csmweb2.emcweb.com/durable/1997/09/04/feat/arts.1.html
8 www.guardian.co.uk/arts/portrait/story/0,11109,740299,00.html
9 www.island-of-freedom.com/renoir.htm
10 www.expo-renoir.com/2.cfm
Fig. 6. The information extraction process.
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edge triples about Renoir:
  Pierre-Auguste Renoir date_of_birth 25/2/1841
  Pierre-Auguste Renoir place_of_birth Limoges
The second sentence generates knowledge triples related to
Renoir’s family:
  Pierre-Auguste Renoir has_father Person_1
  Person_1 job_title Tailor
  Pierre-Auguste Renoir has_mother Person_2
  Person_2 job_title Dressmaker
The system does not do any ‘sense’ disambiguation here
when extracting relations in texts. At this point it is
focussed on extracting relations and since the relations are
deﬁned as triples, the correct extraction of the relations
depends on the named-entity identiﬁcation provided by
GATE. A pseudo-code description of the extraction
process is provided in Fig. 7.
Sense disambiguation is complex and error-prone and
the set of relations deﬁned in the prototype ontology is
reasonably mutually independent from linguistic observa-
tion. This means that although has is ambiguous, the
has_father relation can be correctly extracted if it links with
two named-entities, i.e. Person and if somehow the
sentence expresses the concept of father. Unique named
identiﬁes are created here Person_1 and Person_2 to
represent the unnamed father and mother in the text.
Furthermore, due to the web redundancy, although some
errors are occurred in IE process, even a simple frequency-
based ﬁltering can remove the errors.
The extraction of relations is based on a sentence which
consists of clauses. The correct extraction depends on the
results of the named-entity identiﬁcations provided by
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Any ambiguities in relation extraction tend to result from the
ambiguities of the sentence structure rather than due to the
polysemy of words. For example, when two Person entities
are identiﬁed, it is difﬁcult to correctly recognise a main actor
participating in the relation extracted. In our approach, we
model each sentence based on clauses, which in fact are
represented as subject–verb–object formats. If a given
sentence could be easily converted into a subject–verb–object
form, then the chances of extracting correct relations is
increased. But for the sentences which have no explicit verbs
or ill-formed sentences, the parsing errors can be high. Some
relations are incorrectly extracted and the experimental
results are shown in Table 2.
The output RDF representation is submitted to the
ontology server to be inserted into the KB. It would be
possible to use this RDF to annotate the existing pages for
integration with a Semantic Web (Millard et al., 2003).
In addition to textual information, Armadillo is used to
extract references to images of paintings on the web. These
are associated with the artists in the KB and can be used in
the rendered biographies. The RDF produced by Arma-
dillo is fed into the ontology server in much the same way
as the RDF concerning textual fragments.
Some of the extracted information needs to be represented
in n-ary relations. For example ‘Renoir began studying in the
Ecole des Beaux-Arts in 1862’. The relation ‘studying’ here is
associated with the year 1862, and thus cannot be treated as
a simple binary relation. Some of the relations, such as
‘‘studying’’, are represented as reiﬁed relations in Prote´ ge´ .
More complex relations (e.g. 4-ary and higher) are not yet
extracted properly by ArtEquAKT, but rather treated as
binary ones, or cut to 3-ary relations. More work is required
for a better extraction of such relations.
2.4. KB management in ArtEquAKT
In ArtEquAKT we investigate the possibility of moving
towards a fully automatic approach of feeding the
ontology with knowledge extracted from unstructured text.
Information is extracted in ArtEquAKT with respect to a
given ontology and provided as RDF ﬁles using tags
mapped directly from names of classes and relationships in
that ontology.
When ArtEquAKT’s ontology server receives a new
RDF ﬁle from the ArtEquAKT knowledge extractor, a
feeder tool is activated to parse the ﬁle and add its
knowledge triples to the KB automatically, thus populating
the ontology with additional knowledge. Once the feeding
process terminates, the consolidation tool searches for and
merges any duplication in the KB.
The ArtEquAKT ontology is held within the Prote ´ ge ´
ontology engine. This serves as the KB for holding the
RDF extracted during the IE process. Paragraphs of text
extracted from the documents are associated with the
relevant instances in the KB. In addition, a MYSQL DB is
used to index the paragraphs in order to speed up access to
the original textual content. As new RDF is added to the
KB it is consolidated with the existing information by a
number of scripts running as part of the Prote ´ ge ´ engine.
2.5. KB consolidation in ArtEquAKT
ArtEquAKT applies a set of heuristics and reasoning
methods in an attempt to distinguish conﬂicting informa-
tion and to identify and merge duplicate assertions in the
KB automatically.
Consolidation of duplications in ArtEquAKT is carried
out in three categories: thematic, geographic, and tempor-
al. Thematic consolidation is mainly concerned with
merging the entities that represent artists. This type of
merging investigates the similarity of artists’ names and the
similarity and overlap of their information.
ArtEquAKT’s geographical consolidation deals with
any instantiations of place names using WordNet as a
limited source of geographical information, such as place
name synonyms and part-of relationships (e.g. London is
part of England).
The temporal consolidation deals with identifying and
merging duplicated dates, such as dates of birth, death,
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Table 2
Precision/recall of extracted relations for 5 artists.
Artist (P/R) Rembrandt Renoir Cassatt Goya Courbet Average
relation (P/R) (P/R) (P/R) (P/R) (P/R) per relation
Date of birth 75/43 100/50 100/67 80/40 100/100 91/60
Place of birth 100/63 100/14 100/50 100/40 100/63 100/46
Date of death 100/63 100/67 100/50 N/A/0 100/50 100/46
Place of death 100/100 100/43 N/A/0 100/20 100/33 100/39
Place of work 100/50 67/33 33/100 N/A/0 0/0 40/37
Place of study 100/20 100/14 100/75 100/20 100/29 100/32
Date of marriage 100/50 100/33 N/A 100/100 N/A/0 100/37
Name of spouse 100/38 N/A/0 N/A N/A/0 N/A/0 100/10
Parent profession 100/57 50/67 0/0 67/100 100/100 63/65
Inspired by 100/43 50/60 0/0 100/17 100/33 70/31
Averages 98/53 85/38 61/43 92/34 88/41 85/42
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formats and speciﬁcity levels.
The order in which these consolidation steps are applied
may have an affect on the results. For example if we ﬁrst
consolidate based on dates and places of birth, then artists
with the same values for these relations will be merged into
one artist instance. Whether this is wrong or right is
dependent on the types of duplication that exist in the KB.
ArtEquAKT ﬁrst consolidates based on artists names,
then consolidates geographical and temporal information,
which then helps to consolidate the artists instances
further. The order was chosen based on our understanding
of the type of data and their duplications in our KB. The
consolidation steps are described in the following sections.
Note that ArtEquAKT was not bootstrapped with any
information. Hence the consolidation is not forced by or
based on any pre-existing information in the KB, but
rather entirely dependent on the information that the
system manages to extract from the web.
2.5.1. Duplicate information
There exist two main types of duplication in our KB;
duplicate instances (e.g. multiple instances representing the
same artist), and duplicate attribute values (e.g. multiple
dates of birth extracted for the same artists).
ArtEquAKT’s IE tool treats each recognised entity (e.g.
Rembrandt, Paris) as a new instance prior to consolida-
tion. This may result in creating instances with overlapping
information (e.g. two Person instances with the same
name and date of birth). The role of consolidation in
ArtEquAKT includes analysing and comparing instances
and attribute values of the instances of each type of
concept in the KB (e.g. Person, Date) to identify
inconsistencies and duplications.
The amount of overlap between the attribute values of
any pair of instances could indicate their duplication
potential. However, there are not always overlaps of
information between instances. IE tools are sometimes
only able to extract fragments of information about a given
entity (e.g. an artist), especially if the source document or
paragraph is small or difﬁcult to analyse. This leads to the
creation of new instances with only one or two facts
associated with each. For example two artist instances with
the name Rembrandt, where one instance has a location
relationship to Holland, while the other has a date of birth
of 1606. Comparing such shallow instances will not reveal
their duplication potential other than that they share an
artist’s name. Furthermore, neither the source information
nor the IE is always accurate. For example a Rembrandt
instance can be extracted with the correct family attribute
values, but with the wrong date of birth, in which case this
instance will be mismatched with other Rembrandt
instances in spite of referring to the same artist. The
pseudo-code representing the algorithm for consolidation
of duplicates can be seen in Fig. 8.
The following are the steps taken to consolidate
thematic information, listed in the order in which they
are applied.
Unique name assumption: One basic heuristic applied in
ArtEquAKT is that artist names are unique, such that
artist instances with identical names are merged. According
to this heuristic, all instances with the name Rembrandt
Harmenszoon van Rijn are combined into one instance.
This heuristic is obviously not fool proof, but it works
reasonably well in the limited domain of artists. An artist
can have multiple names in the ontology. So if more than
one name is shown to refer to the same artist, then all can
be stored in the KB using the CRM’s synonym relation for
convenience.
Information overlap: There are cases where the full name
of an artist is not given in the source document or its
extraction fails, in which case they will not be captured by
the unique-name heuristic. For example, when we extracted
information about Rembrandt and merged same-name
artists, two instances amongst those that remained for this
artist are: Rembrandt and Rembrandt Harmenszoon van
Rijn. In such a case we compare other attribute values, and
merge the two instances if there is sufﬁcient overlap. For
the two Rembrandt instances, both had the same date and
place of birth, and therefore were combined into one
instance. The duplication would not have been caught if
these attributes had different values.
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applied, merged instances might end up having multiple
attribute values (e.g. multiple dates and places of birth),
which in turn need to be analysed and consolidated. Note
that some of these attributes might hold conﬂicting
information that should be veriﬁed and held for future
comparison and use.
Comparing the values of instance attributes is not always
straightforward as these values are often extracted in
different formats and speciﬁcity levels (e.g. synonymous
place names, different date styles) making them harder to
match. ArtEquAKT applies a set of heuristics and
expansion methods in an attempt to match these values.
Consider the following sentences:
(1) Rembrandt was born in the 17th century in Leyden.
(2) Rembrandt was born in 1606 in Leiden, the Netherlands.
(3) Rembrandt was born on July 15 1606 in Holland.
These sentences provide the same category of informa-
tion about an artist, written in different formats and
speciﬁcity levels and all three sentences are consistent.
Storing this information in the KB in such different formats
is confusing for the biography generator which can beneﬁt
from knowing which information is consistent and which is
contradictory and also the level of speciﬁcity. Matching the
above sentences required enriching the original ontology
with some temporal and geographical reasoning.
2.5.2. Geographical consolidation
There has been much work on developing gazetteers of
place names, such as the Thesaurus of Geographic Names
(TGN) (Harpring, 1997) and Alexandria Digital Library
(Hill et al., 1999). Ontologies can be integrated with such
sources to provide the necessary knowledge about geo-
graphical hierarchies, place name variations, and other
spatial information (Alani et al., 2000). ArtEquAKT
derives its geographical knowledge from WordNet. Word-
Net (Miller et al., 1993) contains information about
geopolitical place names and their hierarchies, providing
three useful relations for the context of ArtEquAKT;
synonym, holonym (part of), and meronym (sub part). The
ArtEquAKT ontology is extended to add this information
for each new instance of place added to the KB. Note that
WordNet’s geographical coverage is very limited in
comparison to TGN and other similar geographic thesauri,
but was sufﬁcient for our immediate requirements and to
demonstrate the principles of incorporation of a geogra-
phical thesaurus. The pseudo-code for consolidation can be
seen in Fig. 9.
Place name synonyms: The synonym relationship is used
to identify equivalent place names. For example the three
sentences above mention several place names where
Rembrandt was born. Using the synonym relationship in
WordNet, Leyden can be identiﬁed as a variant spelling for
Leiden, and that Holland and The Netherlands are often
referred to synonymously (albeit incorrectly).
Place speciﬁcity: The part-of and sub-part relationships
in WordNet are used to ﬁnd any hierarchical links between
the given places. WordNet shows that Leiden is part of the
Netherlands, indicating that Leiden is the more precise
information about Rembrandt’s place of birth.
Shared place names: It is common for places to share the
same name. For example according to the TGN, there are
22 places worldwide named London. This problem is less
apparent with WordNet due to its limited geographical
coverage.
In ArtEquAKT, disambiguation of place names is
dependent on their speciﬁcity variations. For example after
processing the three sentences about Rembrandt, it
becomes apparent that he was born in a place named
Leiden in the Netherlands. If the last two sentences were
not available, it would have not been possible to tell for
sure which Leiden is being referred to (assuming there is
more than one). One possibility is to rely on other
information, such as place of work, place of death, to
make a disambiguation decision. However, this is likely to
produce unreliable results.
2.5.3. Temporal consolidation
Dates need to be analysed to identify any inconsistencies
and locate precise dates to use in the biographies. Simple
temporal reasoning and heuristics can be used to support
this task. ArtEquAKT’s IE tool can identify and extract
dates in different formats, providing them as day, month,
year, decade, etc. This requires consolidation with respect
to precision and consistency. Going back to our previous
example from Section 2.5.1, to consolidate the ﬁrst date
(17th century), the process checks if the years of the other
dates fall within the given century. If this is true, then the
process tries to identify the more precise date. The date in
the third sentence is favoured over the other two dates for
entry to the ontology as they are all consistent, but the
third date holds more information than the other two.
Therefore, the third date is used for the instance of
Rembrandt. If any of the given facts is inconsistent then it
will be stored for future veriﬁcation and use. Dates are
stored internally in machine readable form, textual
representations are used in the examples here for clarity.
The pseudo-code for temporal consolidation can be found
in Fig. 10.
At the end of the consolidation process, the knowledge
extracted from the three sentences above will be stored in
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Rembrandt:
  Rembrandt date_of_birth 15 July 1606
  Rembrandt place_of_birth Leiden
2.5.4. Inconsistent information
Some of the extracted information can be inconsistent,
for example an artist with different dates or places of birth
or death, or inconsistent temporal information, such as a
date of death that falls before the date of birth. The source
of such inconsistency can be the original document itself,
or an inaccurate extraction. Relation cardinality may
be used to highlight inconsistencies in the KB. How-
ever, relations that are usually regarded to be of single
cardinality may actually need to store more than one value,
in cases where there is some disagreement in the commu-
nity about certain facts. For example, Holbein the Elder’s
date of birth can be 1460 or 1465, depending on whom you
believe.
Identifying which knowledge is more reliable is not
trivial. Currently we rely on the frequency with which a
piece of knowledge is extracted as an indicator of its
accuracy; the more times a particular piece of information
is extracted, the more accurate it is considered to be. For
example, for Renoir, two unique dates of birth emerged; 25
Feb 1841 and 5 Feb 1841. The former date has been
extracted from several web sites, while the latter was found
in one site only, and therefore considered to be less reliable.
A more advanced approach can be based on assigning
levels of trust for each extracted piece of knowledge, which
can be derived from the reliability of the source document,
or the conﬁdence level of the extraction of that particular
information. The knowledge consolidation process is not
aimed at ﬁnding ‘the right answers’, however. The facts
extracted are stored for future use, maintaining provenance
to the original material.
2.6. Document generation in ArtEquAKT
The ArtEquAKT system uses biography templates to
arrange the information in the KB into a narrative. It then
renders that into a DHTML page so that the personalised
biography can be displayed in a web browser.
The structures we use to arrange the story are human
authored biography templates that contain queries into the
KB. The templates are written in the Fundamental Open
Hypermedia Model (FOHM) (Millard et al., 2000) and
stored as XML in the Auld Linky contextual structure
server (Michaelides et al., 2001). As the templates are
stored in a structure server they can be retrieved in different
contexts and thus may vary according to the user’s
preferences and experience.
The fact that fragments of text are associated with facts
in the KB is useful as it allows real text to be used in the
ﬁnal biography in preference to generated text. Paragraphs
and sentences are extracted by queries to the MYSQL DB.
Images are extracted from the KB.
As the attributes of existing text might preclude it from
being used, the ArtEquAKT system also allows the KB to
be queried directly and basic natural language generation
to be used to render them into the biography. This might
also be useful for facts in the KB that have been inferred
(and for which there is no corresponding text). Here,
queries are made directly to the Prote ´ ge ´ KB.
The resulting DHTML page is rendered for the user in a
standard web browser.
We chose an adaptive representation as this provides a
way to expose some of the choices made by the document
generator to the reader, without disrupting the selected
narrative.
In this section we will explore how we deﬁne our story
structures and describe the mechanism that we use to
adjust them according to varying user contexts. We will
also look at how text fragments are selected to populate the
structures while minimising repetition. The role of the
ontology will be explored both as a vocabulary supporting
the querying mechanism and as a part of the decision
making process when selecting the fragments.
2.6.1. Biography templates
The ArtEquAKT story templates are human authored
and contain queries into both the KB and DB. The FOHM
(Millard et al., 2000) was chosen as an abstract representa-
tion because it is capable of handling many different types
of hypermedia and document structure and has a
convenient XML representation. The Auld Linky server
(Michaelides et al., 2001) provides a neat HTTP-based
query mechanism including the ability to make queries in a
speciﬁed context, effectively changing the shape of the
templates according to the user’s preferences and experi-
ence. Fig. 11 illustrates a simple document template
representing a biography.
Parts of the structure have context metadata attached to
it in the form of tag/value pairs (for example ‘art
knowledge’/‘expert’). When the system queries Linky for
the template, it speciﬁes metadata describing the user’s
context (effectively a user proﬁle). When the proﬁle does
not match with the context on a part of the structure (e.g.
novice versus expert) then that part of the structure is
removed.
The template that remains is a high level representation
of the story, personalised for the viewer. Each leaf of the
structure is a query which resolves into either a statement
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reference to an original text fragment (stored in the DB).
These leaves are organised into a hierarchy of sub-
structures. The different types of structure help in the
management of the ﬁnal selection of text fragments.
While FOHM allows us to use an open set of structure
types, we have found the following most useful within the
story templates:
Sequence—This is the most common structure. It
represents a list of queries that should be instantiated and
rendered in order. The top level document template itself is
normally a sequence.
Set—This represents a collection of queries that should
be instantiated and rendered in any order (but with no
repetition). It is often used to collect together multiple text
fragments returned by a single query (for example,
paragraphs about a particular topic).
Concept—These structures are a sub-type of Set. They
are used to group alternative queries together, any one of
which may be successfully used at that particular point in
the document. They are also used to store multiple results
from a single query where only one result is wanted (for
example, where a single representative paragraph is needed
about a topic where there might be many suitable
paragraphs available).
Level of detail (LoD)—These structures form a hybrid
between Sequence and Concept. They are used to group a
collection of alternative queries together but in an order
such that the text fragment with the highest cardinality will
contain the most detail. They are used in the template to
indicate queries that have conceptual equivalence but
different resolution.
The structures can each include other structures as their
members. Certain combinations can be very useful, for
example a LoD structure can have a sequence of paragraph
queries as its highest order member, but if those fail then it
can specify a single factual query of the KB to then
construct a suitable sentence as a lower order alternative.
Pseudo-code for the generation algorithm based on these
template structures is given in Fig. 12.
The different structures and contextual behaviour
provide a powerful mechanism for tailoring the documents
and also provide ﬂexibility in the instantiated templates
(allowing the renderer to make choices without destroying
any of the narrative ﬂow encoded into the template).
2.6.2. Querying the KB and DB
The leaves of the template deﬁne the type of information
which should be included at a particular point in the story.
The template leaves can be instantiated with a piece of text
extracted from the DB (re-use of an original text fragment),
by constructing an original sentence from facts extracted
from the KB, or by listing the facts in a more appropriate
format, for example the dates of birth and death of an
artist are often listed after their name in a title e.g.
Rembrandt Harmenszoon Van Rijn (1606–1669). The fact
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ontology is useful as it allows real text to be used where
possible in preference to generated text. For simple
examples, such as dates and places of birth, sentence
generation may be relatively straightforward but where the
factual information is more complex the original sentences
provide an easy shortcut and will often include additional
information that was not extracted as part of the IE
process.
The query speciﬁes the relation (from the ontology) that
is of interest at this point and the instance id that it applies
to. This can be looked up in the DB (which acts as a fast
index into the KB) and resolved into a set of text
fragments. Behaviour metadata attached to the template
structures deﬁne what is done with the query results, for
example. attaching the results to the template in place of
the query as either a Set or perhaps a Concept sub-
structure.
Fig. 13 shows an example query, which we will examine
by way of example. In this case the query (represented by
the upper index_query event) will resolve into a paragraph
that contains ‘date of birth’ and ‘place of birth’ relations
for a particular artist identiﬁed using the artist ID. The
‘forbest’ event determines that the fragments retrieved for
this query will be placed into a Concept structure.
One of the advantages of using the original paragraphs is
that facts that the system fails to extract, and is therefore
unaware of, are still included. Since human beings are
extremely good at interpreting a narrative smoothly, even
when adjacent fragments of text are slightly disjointed, this
helps to create a more rounded biography.
However, the fragments have been extracted from
existing larger texts and so already contain elements of
discourse (focalisation, tense information, etc.). We are
currently looking at how we might detect these attributes to
ensure that the generated documents are consistent (e.g. to
ensure that a document in the third person does not include
a paragraph in the ﬁrst person).
As the document generator populates the template with
paragraphs, it keeps track of which paragraphs it has used
and the urls from which they originated. This is so that it
can avoid repeating itself in cases where a paragraph
matches more than one query. Both pieces of information
are required as our initial experimentation showed that the
same paragraphs often appeared on several different web
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thus would appear twice in the DB.
In addition to using the existing text fragments, the
system also allows the KB to be queried directly and
basic natural language generation to be used to render
the results into the document. This is important when
brevity is required or is also useful for facts in the KB
that have been inferred and for which there is no
corresponding text, for example where a date of birth has
been extracted from a heading which does not form a
complete sentence.
Where facts are needed from the KB, the queries contain
variable declarations that are dynamically assigned. These
are then added to a blackboard of variables, which the
document builder maintains as it traverses the template.
Fig. 14 shows a simple example of a sentence construct
query that will build a sentence to say the same thing as the
paragraph requested in Fig. 13. The words starting with a
question mark (?) are variables that are replaced with the
appropriate values from the blackboard. The INST
environment tells the generator that the value of the
variable is an ID from the KB and needs further resolution
(by querying the KB) before it can be included into the
sentence.
2.6.3. Using the KB to order fragments
One of the most common problems we have encountered
when experimenting with the system is a tendency for the
document generator to repeat the same facts in two
different paragraphs. This is because paragraphs often
contain more than one item of information and the system
did not initially keep track of information it unintention-
ally included in the document, meaning that this informa-
tion might be included again.
Using smaller text fragments (sentences rather than
paragraphs) alleviates this problem somewhat as facts are
rarely included unintentionally. However, the use of
sentences can result in a terse, overly concise discourse,
which is more difﬁcult and less natural to read.
To overcome the problem and enable us to use
paragraphs we have leveraged the existing KB of informa-
tion. Each time a paragraph is added to the instantiating
document the list of instance relations associated with the
paragraph is pulled out of the KB and stored on a
blackboard as a list of triples.
Instance relations are unique statements (for example,
we might have the triple [Person_6, ‘has_father’,
Person_15] which describes a relationship between two
Person instances). As they are unique we never want to
repeat them.
Each time a query results in a set of paragraphs, the set
of triples for each paragraph is compared with the triples
on the blackboard. If there is any overlap then one of the
conﬂicting paragraphs is removed from the set. However,
there may still be conﬂicts between members of the
remaining set.
The document generator uses the triple information for
the remaining set to produce a list of sub-sets, where each
sub-set is guaranteed to contain no conﬂicting triples. This
list is then converted into a LoD structure where each
member is one of the sub-sets.
The triple comparison depends heavily on the effective-
ness of the extraction algorithms to correctly identify
speciﬁc relationships in the analysed text. This is because
any relations that remain unidentiﬁed do not appear in the
triples list and therefore cannot be reasoned about.
Once the document builder has instantiated the template,
the semantics of the LoD and its member sets is such that
the renderer will not use any of the conﬂicting paragraphs
in the same discourse. However, the ArtEquAKT renderer
does not just produce a ﬂat document, instead it uses the
various structures to create an adaptive document that
exposes all of the matching text to the readers, but in a
well-deﬁned, interactive manner.
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The ArtEquAKT server takes requests from a reader via
a simple web interface. Fig. 15 illustrates a typical users
interaction with the ArtEquAKT system. At the top is the
initial screen, where the user enters the name of the artist
they are interested in, selects a type of biography to
generate (chronology, summary, etc.) and also enters any
preferences for the biography, for instance stating that they
are not interested in the artist’s personal life.
If there is more than one artist that matches the search
criteria, the user is presented with a choice, shown in the
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the query, the user is asked if they would like to initiate a
web search on that artist. This would launch the knowledge
extraction process described in more detail previously.
Finally, once the user has selected an artist the generated
biography is displayed for them (see Fig. 16).
2.7.1. Applying adaptive hypermedia techniques
The adaptive hypermedia (AH) community has, over the
years, devised a number of adaptive techniques that can be
applied to the presentation of and interaction with
hypermedia documents. Brusilovsky created a taxonomy
of these techniques in 1996 (Brusilovsky, 1996), which he
subsequently updated in 2001 (Brusilovsky, 2001).
The taxonomy focuses on the interface and user
interaction, and has been divided into two distinct areas:
adaptive presentation, the presentation of information
based on user preferences, and adaptive navigation
support, hyperlink presentation and generation. Brusilovs-
ky foresaw a number of possible applications for these
techniques, including that of electronic encyclopedias (for
example, the PEBA-II system, Milosavljevic, 1997, can be
seen to use some of the techniques). As part of the
document generation we have implemented a number of
the AH techniques described by the taxonomy.
When the document is being constructed, the renderer
can make choices about which parts of the FOHM story
structure it wishes to use. Fragments that have not been
used in the initial rendering can be made available via some
of the adaptive techniques.
2.7.1.1. Selecting fragments. In previous work we have
criticised Brusilovsky for treating natural language adapta-
tion as a separate branch of his taxonomy, independent of
other content adaptation techniques (Bailey et al., 2002).
We have evidence of this here, where in Fig. 16 the
template has selected fragments 1,2 and 3 as part of a larger
attempt to generate a natural language document. The
renderer will be presented with a number of paragraphs
which it can use that all convey the same information
according to the KB in the form of a concept structure.
Since the system considers all the fragments to contain
similar information. The render just picks one of the
fragments in the concept structure.
2.7.1.2. Dimming fragments. Where the renderer has
selected one of the fragments from a concept structure,
the remaining fragments are initially hidden from the
reader (in Fig. 16 fragments 4 and 5) with a link provided
which allows the reader to reveal the dimmed fragments
(6 and 7). This can be useful to a reader as, although the
system believes that these fragments are similar, there may
be additional information that has not been identiﬁed
during the extraction process.
2.7.1.3. Stretchtext. Where the renderer receives infor-
mation in an LoD structure, it will display the ﬁrst
fragment in the list (the one with the least information). A
link is provided to expand the LoD structure (in Fig. 16
this has occurred with fragments 1 and 3). When the link is
selected, more of the structure is placed in-line in the
document for the reader (fragments 4 and 5). This process
can be repeated until all of the fragments in the LoD
structure are revealed. This form of adaptation is known as
stretchtext.
2.7.1.4. Generating links. The ArtEquAKT system main-
tains appropriate references to all the source material that
it analyses. When this is used verbatim in the generated
documents, a link is created to the original web resource
and inserted at the end of the text fragment. Where
multiple fragments from the same resource are used, the
references are enumerated, collated, and presented at the
end of the document (section 8 in Fig. 16).
3. Discussion and evaluation
The ArtEquAKT system presented in this paper could be
evaluated in a number of ways. The emphasis in the project
was on connecting various techniques into a process chain
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recomposed into web page biographies of artists in
different contexts. As such, our focus in evaluating the
system has been on the success of the integration of the
various technologies and the suitability of ontologies as a
co-ordinating structure. The IE tools were largely taken
‘off the shelf’ and as such do not represent new
developments in the ﬁeld in themselves although their
integration and application in the way described previously
is itself novel. A brief evaluation of the extraction tools is
presented in the section below, followed by a section
discussing the effectiveness of the consolidation tools.
Some qualitative evaluation of the generated biographies is
then covered and ﬁnally a more general discussion of the
architecture is presented.
3.1. IE evaluation
We used the system to populate the KB with information
for ﬁve artists, extracted from a total of around 50 web
pages. Precision and recall were calculated as percentages
for a set of 10 artist relations (listed in Table 2).
Recall is taken to be the number of facts of the given
type that the system correctly extracted compared to the
number of facts of that type that were actually in the
document. Where recall is listed as N/A there were no facts
of the given type in the selected documents. Precision refers
to the percentage of facts extracted by the system of a given
type that did indeed turn out to be facts of that type. Where
no facts were extracted the precision will be listed as N/A.
As is the case with the place of work of Courbet, the system
extracted what it thought were facts about place of work
but missed those facts in the document that did indeed refer
to the place of work. Here then, the recall was 0 and the
precision also 0 as those facts extracted turned out to be
false positives.
The experiment results given in Table 2 shows that
precision scored higher than recall with average values of
85 and 42, respectively.
Inaccurately extracted knowledge may reduce the quality
of the systems output. For this reason, our extraction rules
were designed to be of low risk levels to ensure higher
extraction precision. Advanced consistency checks could
help to identify some extraction inaccuracies; e.g. a date of
marriage is before the date of birth, or two unrelated places
of birth for the same person!
The preference of precision versus recall could be
dependent on the relation in question. If a relation is of
single cardinality, such as a place of birth, then recall could
be regarded as less signiﬁcant as there can only be one
value for each occurrence of this relation. A single accurate
capture of the value of such a relation could therefore be
sufﬁcient for most purposes. However, multiple cardinality
relations, such as places where a person worked, can have
several values. Higher recall in such cases could be more
desirable to ensure capturing multiple values. One possible
approach is to automatically adjust the risk level of
extraction rules with respect to cardinality, easing the rules
if cardinality is high while restricting them further when the
cardinality is low.
In Table 2, Goya is an example where only a few short
documents were found. The amount of knowledge
extracted per artist could be used as an automatic trigger
to start gathering and analysing more documents.
As would be expected, the nature of the sources had a
large bearing on the effectiveness of the IE process. Our IE
process is designed to parse text, so the worst documents to
analyse tended to be those that were heavily structured.
Information in HTML tables or lists was not always
successfully extracted. The system was also occasionally
confused by more complex punctuation structures in titles
and headings, for example Gustave Courbet (France
1819–Switzerland 1877) did not conform to our more
simple extraction rules. The fact that the structuring is
often concerned with presentation rather than necessarily
the organisation of content means that for the IE process
the additional information is simply an added complica-
tion. As we move towards information sources that are
structured to indicate more semantic information, this may
help IE processes.
The style of writing also had a large affect on the
extraction process, with more complicated sentence struc-
tures obviously requiring more complex extraction rules.
The use of anaphora (it, he, she, etc.) posed difﬁculties for
IE. Finally, our IE was geared towards the extraction of
triples from single sentences. Achieving the extraction of
triples across multiple sentences is much harder.
Better results would also have been achieved if the KB
had been prepopulated with, for example, a gazetteer of
artists names. By bootstrapping the KB, the IE processes
would have had a better idea of what they were looking for.
The lack of boot strapping also impacted on the
consolidation process as there was no ‘trusted’ list to base
the consolidation on.
3.2. Consolidation evaluation
Table 3 shows the reduction rate in number of instances
and relations after consolidating the KB. Applying the
heuristics described earlier in the paper led to the reduction
in number of instances of the Person and Date classes by
90% and 64%, respectively. Before consolidation, 283
instances representing Rembrandt were stored. The un-
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Table 3
Consolidation rates.
Class Before
consolidation
After
consolidation
Rate %
Person instance 1475 152  90
Date instance 83 30  64
Place instance 30 505 þ94
Person relations 4240 1562  63
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with no identiﬁed mistakes.
When place instances are fed to the KB, they are
expanded using WordNet and stored alongside their
synonyms, holonyms (part of), and meronym (sub parts).
The number of Place instances created in the KB has
therefore increased signiﬁcantly (94% rise). This gave the
consolidation the power to identify and consolidate
relationships to places as described in the geographical
consolidation section. Some instances (mainly dates) were
not consolidated due to slight syntactical differences, e.g.
‘‘25th/2/1841’’ versus ‘‘25/2/1841’’. This highlights the need
for an additional syntactic-checking process that could
eliminate such noise.
Table 4 gives a more detailed picture on the consolida-
tion results with respect to the instances created for the ﬁve
artists listed in Table 2. The table gives the total number of
instances the system created for each artist based on the
information it received from the extraction process. The
number of instances that remained after applying the
consolidation process is given in the third column. For
example, the 346 instances created for Rembrandt boiled
down to only 3. The instances that remained in the KB
after consolidation are listed in the fourth column. The last
column gives some comments and explains the reasons why
an instance remained separate (i.e. was not merged into the
main instance for the relevant artist).
We can here see the effect of the order in which the
consolidation stages are applied on the results of this
process. As mentioned earlier, our consolidation starts with
the name of the artist ﬁrst. This will lead to merging all
artist instances that bear the exact same artist name.
Secondly, instances with similar, but not identical names
will be analysed for information overlap. For example
Rembrandt van Rijn is similar to the full name of the artist
(the main instance) and hence will be compared against the
main instance with respect to certain attribute values. The
two instances will be left separate if there is insufﬁcient
knowledge to judge whether they are duplicates or not.
In some cases, the instance name for the artist is too
different from that of the main instance, such as the case
with van Rijn (i.e. no mention of Rembrandt). Such
instances will not be merged with the main Rembrandt
instance in spite of whether there is sufﬁcient information
overlap or not. This would have not been the case if the
consolidation process ignores the artist names when
comparing their instance for information overlap. However,
this may result in merging any two artists that happened to
have, for example, the same date and place of birth.
One possible strategy to deal with situations like the above
is to increase the amount of minimum information overlap
required for two instances to be merged if they have a greater
deal of name mismatch. In our examples, this would have
allowed Renoir and Pierre-Auguste to be merged.
3.3. Biography generation evaluation
The consolidated knowledge was used to guide the
generation of biography documents. It is difﬁcult to evaluate
the biographies separately from the extraction and consolida-
tion on which they so heavily depend, so here we shall reﬂect
on the suitability of templates and our use of AH techniques.
In general the template approach seems to have been
effective. The biographies generated from our test sum-
mary template ranged in size from being constructed from
three paragraphs from two different sources to being
composed of 21 paragraphs derived from 10 different
sources. Overall the biographies averaged 10 paragraphs
from ﬁve different sources.
However, templates are not very ﬂexible and in cases
where there is little information they tend to become
underpopulated (one or two paragraphs) and lose any
sense of narrative cohesion. Perhaps a better approach
would be to ask the user to make more abstract choices and
then map that onto a template given the quantity of
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Table 4
Detailed consolidation results
Artist Extracted/
consolidated
Remaining
instances
Comment
Rembrandt 346/3 Rembrandt
Harmenszoon
Main instance
Rembrandt
van Rijn
Slight name mismatch and
insufﬁcient information
overlap with main instance
(only year and place of death,
and year of marriage are
known)
van Rijn Name was not matched with
Rembrandt
Renoir 250/2 Renoir Main instance. IE failed to
extract the full name for
Renoir
Pierre-
Auguste
Name was not matched with
Renoir
Cassatt 196/2 Mary
Stevensen
Cassatt
Main instance
Cassatt Name mismatch and
insufﬁcient information
overlap with main instance
(only date of birth is known)
Goya 97/3 Fransisco
Jose de Goya
Main instance
Fransisco
Goya
Slight name mismatch
withinsufﬁcient information
overlap (only place of death is
extracted)
Goya
Fransisco de
Goya
Name mismatch due to IE
error. Insufﬁcient information
overlap (only place of death is
extracted)
Courbet 80/2 Gustave
Courbet
Main instance
Courbet Insufﬁcient information
overlap (only date of birth)
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phies degraded gracefully into less and less sophisticated
structure.
In terms of selecting paragraphs to ﬁll slots in a template
there were persistent issues with facts that are repeated
(sometimes several times) in the document. This repetition
disrupts the reading experience and draws attention to the
automated nature of the writing. There were several causes,
some more easily remedied than others.
Some sites use exactly the same text (perhaps because
pages have been quoted or plagiarised) such that two
different paragraphs from different sites might be identical.
This means that it is not sufﬁcient to check for repeating
paragraph instances, instead a simple text comparison
must be used to catch different instances that have the
same text.
Dealing with multiple paragraphs that have different text
but contain the same facts is a more complex aspect of the
same repetition problem and is related to that of choosing
between different paragraphs that ﬁll a given slot.
Currently the system will choose the paragraph that
contains the least information beyond the facts that are
wanted. For example, to ﬁll a ‘date of birth’ slot a
paragraph that describes the date of birth will be chosen
over one that contains the date of birth and also some other
information. This is to decrease the likelihood of a clash
later down the document.
Paragraphs that contain only the required information
are not always available so the system will choose the best
case and then record the facts that it has inadvertently
included. For example, if a paragraph is chosen because it
mentions the date of birth but it also contains details about
the artists marriage then this is recorded, if the template
later requires a paragraph describing marriage then the
system knows it already has inserted this information and
does not include another paragraph (i.e. does not repeat
itself). Unfortunately this is not very effective because of
the system’s low accuracy in identifying facts in para-
graphs. This accuracy is high enough to extract the
information from a set of sources, but not high enough
to successfully mark all facts. This means that the system
does not know that it has already included some bits of
information and thus repeats itself despite the algorithm
described above.
A complete repetition algorithm would not make
deﬁnitive paragraph decisions until it had parsed the entire
template and constructed a set of alternative paragraph
arrangements which it would then choose based on some
preference metric (i.e. a preference for including facts in
their slots over a more concise narrative that contains the
same information but in a more ﬂexible order). Due to the
accuracy of the extraction system it was decided that such
an algorithm would not be worth pursuing in this version
of the system.
In terms of the document presentation the use of AH
seemed to be very successful, not only as a reading aid (for
example to open up more details if the reader chooses) but
also as a way of providing an audit trail for the knowledge
(as all paragraphs are sourced it is possible to compare
what different sites say on a particular topic). They also
help to bypass some of the failings of the extraction system
in spotting facts, as users who are looking for particular
information can browse the generated document and may
ﬁnd it even if the system did not spot it and explicitly
display it to them.
3.4. General evaluation
Our main aim with the ArtEquAKT system has been to
investigate the possibilities of coupling IE, consolidation
and document generation through the use of ontologies.
We have not yet carried out extensive user trials on the
system to evaluate in detail its user interface, or the
perceived quality of the biographies being generated by it.
However, we have analysed the biographies generated from
the ﬁve artists previously discussed and can make some
broad statements about the biographies that the system is
capable of generating.
By extracting paragraphs as well as explicit relations and
facts, the generated biographies do appear better than
might be assumed from the previous IE evaluation. Often
information not explicitly extracted may be presented in a
biography paragraph which has been selected based on the
simpler keyword matching.
For example, in the IE evaluation section above (3.1), we
saw how the system was unable to successfully extract
detailed marriage information about the ﬁve artists yet
was able to supply paragraphs which included this detail.
A brief examination of this effect shows how complex the
problem can actually be and the reason for combining the
cruder cut of keyword recognition with the more speciﬁc,
yet more problematic, fact extraction.
For Renoir, the system detected the date of his marriage
but was unable to identify the name of his spouse. The
more complex sentence construction observed in the
paragraph about marriage in the generated biography
may give us a clue as to why the name was not extracted.
‘In 1880, he met Aline Charigot, a common woman,
whom he would marry in 1890, they had 3 sons...’
The phrase ‘marry in 1890’ was clearly extracted but not
linked with the name previously stated. Co-referencing
information is extracted but the linking of related clauses is
only carried out at a basic level currently. More complex
extraction techniques could be used to resolve this problem.
For Mary Cassatt, the system thinks that she was
married but was unable to establish to whom or when. In
actual fact, she never married and it may be the following
sentence in an analysed document that caused the
confusion.
‘Despite the concerns of her parents, Cassatt chose
career over marriage, and left the United States in 1865
to travel and study painting in Europe.’
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problems:
‘Bayeu was also the brother of Josefa Bayeu, whom
Goya married in 1773.’
Later on in the biography the system supplies a paragraph
which it incorrectly thinks concerns the death of Goya
based on simple keyword matching but turns out to be
about the death of his friend.
‘Later, after the death of his friend and brother-in-law
Francisco Bayeu, he took over his duties as Director of
Painting in the Royal Academy from 1795 to 1797, when
he resigned due to ill health...’
These issues stand out when comparing the generated
documents to their templates, but in normal reading are
obscured by the use of whole paragraphs and only disrupt
a reading when there are obvious markers in the
paragraphs that do not ﬁt in with the surrounding material
(for example, a date out of chronological sequence).
Otherwise the biographies generated by the system are
quite readable, even if sometimes identiﬁable as automatic
constructs.
The inevitable comparison to be drawn would be
between the biographies generated by the ArtEquAKT
system and those that could be found by carrying out a web
search using Google.
Firstly, it is worth reiterating that we are not expecting
our generated biographies to provide a comparable reading
experience to those that are hand written. ArtEquAKT
biographies do suffer from repetition, although AH
techniques have signiﬁcantly reduced this by providing
selections of alternative paragraphs where it can tell there is
signiﬁcant overlap in content. In the current system there is
no attempt to deal with co-referencing although the
information is collected during the extraction process.
There is also no smoothing of the narrative in terms of
tense or style which can occasionally be jarring. And
although our templates attempt to provide a broad brush
chronology (birth, marriage, death), inevitably the para-
graphs do not always reﬂect a smooth chronology that
would occur in a hand crafted biography.
Where we are able to observe some beneﬁts of the
ArtEquAKT system over Google is in the consolidation of
information and the presentation of that consolidation to a
human reader. A Google search for ‘Goya biography’
throws up many results. Just looking at the facts we are
initially extracting we can see that the ﬁrst result listed
contains his birthplace but not a full date and only a date
of death. The second result provides places and dates for
his birth and death but no other information. The third
result is a very long and comprehensive biography but even
this does not contain the date of his marriage. So the
objective of consolidating multiple sources of information
into one place appears to be met. This is harder to show
with Rembrandt and Renoir as the web already contains
very many comprehensive biographies of these artists but
we can at least claim to avoid the need to wade through
false hits on art shops, guest houses and even dentists
(unbelievably, www.rembrandt.com is actually Rembrandt
Oral Care).
4. Background and related work
An ontology is a shared conceptualisation of a speciﬁc
domain in a machine–understandable format (Guarino and
Giaretta, 1995). Ontologies will play a major role in
deploying the Semantic Web, by facilitating knowledge
representations, inference, sharing, etc. (Berners-Lee et al.,
2001). The use of ontologies to support knowledge
extraction has been previously touched upon (Vargas-Vera
et al., 2001; Handschuh et al., 2002) and indeed statements
about their usefulness have been made (Fensel, 2001).
Nevertheless the full potential of this approach is not yet
explored.
4.1. Information extraction
IE can be broadly described as the extraction or pulling
out of pertinent information from volumes of texts. This
could involve either the extraction of factual information
or the use of summarisation techniques.
Traditional IE tools rely on templates to direct the
extraction process. The aim of these templates is to provide
the IE process with limited representations of the concepts
and relations of interest and restrict the IE search and
extraction to a deﬁned vocabulary. This vocabulary
normally contains concept types and names, synonyms,
verbs, etc. Templates represent the basic ontological facts
that an IE system is supposed to extract. However,
templates normally lack the required infrastructure for
hierarchical and conceptual reasoning.
Templates are sometimes built by manually stripping
down an existing ontology (Vargas-Vera et al., 2001). The
detachment of the IE process from the ontology itself
reduces the amount and level of possible reasoning and
inference. Maintaining a direct contact between the IE
tools and the ontology may improve the extraction
performance. However, this may require the ontology to
be extended with additional vocabulary to satisfy the needs
of the IE process, such as synonyms and alternative terms
that are often found missing or hard to access in
ontological representations.
IE tools often deploy a set of extraction rules to identify
and extract the entities of interest (e.g. rules to extract
person names, others to extract organisations). Such rules
are often handcrafted (e.g. GATE, Cunningham et al.,
2002b) or learnt semi-automatically in training sessions
(e.g. Melita, Ciravegna et al., 2003). The function of these
rules is to identify and classify terms within sentences based
on the lexical construction of these sentences. Extraction
rules are often designed to extract generalised classiﬁca-
tions of terms (e.g. van Gogh is a Person). Extracting more
speciﬁc classiﬁcations (e.g. van Gogh is an Artist) requires
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extraction rules and to help extracting more speciﬁc
classiﬁcations has been explored in Popov et al. (2003).
Most traditional IE systems are domain dependent due
to the use of linguistic rules designed to extract information
of speciﬁc content (compare the systems participating in
the evaluation campaigns of the Message Understanding
Conference (MUC) as described in Grishman and Sund-
heim, 1996, text corpuses, earthquake news White et al.,
2001, sports matches Reidsma et al., 2003). Adaptive IE
systems (Ciravegna, 2001) can ease this problem by
identifying new extraction rules induced from example
annotations supplied by users. However, training such
tools can be difﬁcult and time consuming. Promising
results are offered by more advanced adaptive IE tools,
such as Armadillo (Dingli et al., 2003), which discovers
new linguistic and structural patterns automatically, thus
requiring limited bootstrapping.
We currently use IE techniques to extract knowledge
directly from unstructured web documents. Where the
ArtEquAKT system can take advantage of existing
annotations to retrieve the knowledge it requires it will,
but currently annotations are rare and will most likely not
be rich or detailed enough to cover all the knowledge
contained in these documents. Annotating existing web
documents forms one of the basic barriers to realising the
Semantic web (Kahan and Koivunen, 2001). Manual
annotation is impractical and unscalable, while automatic
annotation tools are still in their infancy. Hence advanced
knowledge services may require tools able to search and
extract the required knowledge from the web, guided by a
domain conceptualisation (ontology) that speciﬁes what
type of knowledge to harvest. Previous work on annotation
has demonstrated the value of coupling natural language
processing (NLP) with ontologies (Vargas-Vera et al.,
2001; Maedche et al., 2002). The ontology can guide the
annotation task by restricting it to a speciﬁc domain and
providing it with knowledge inference and conceptual
browsing facilities (Maedche et al., 2002). An ontology-
based approach for annotation needs to deal with a wide
range of issues such as the problems of duplicate
information across documents, managing ontology change,
and redundant annotations (Staab et al., 2001). Several
tools have been developed based on IE systems to semi-
automate the process of document annotation (e.g. MnM,
Vargas-Vera et al., 2002; Melita, Ciravegna et al., 2003;
OntoMat, Handschuh et al., 2003). These tools help to
annotate web pages with respect to ontologies. Such
annotations can be added as instantiations in the ontology.
Most ontology languages allow multiple inheritance which
permits concepts to be derived from multiple parents, thus
giving polysemy a more ﬂexible structure. It also provides
ﬂexible term expansion through hierarchies.
4.1.1. Relation extraction
The task of relation extraction is to extract pre-deﬁned
relation types between two identiﬁed entities. Techniques
such as probabilistic methods or machine learning (e.g.
Inductive Logic Programming, ILP) are often applied as
well as simple linguistic analysis. In addition, systems like
(Katz, 1997; Litkowski, 1999) made use of such semantic
relations in retrieving answers in a response to natural
language questions demonstrating the beneﬁts of exploiting
structural information about sentences in establishing
linkages between words.
Roth presented a probabilistic method for recognising
both entities and relations (Roth and Yih, 2002). The
method measures the inter-dependency between entities
and relations and uses them to restrain the conditions
under which entities are extractable given relations and vice
versa. An evaluation showed over 80% accuracy on entities
and a minimum 60% on relations. However, the computa-
tional resources for generating such probabilities are
generally intractable. Aitken (2002) applied ILP to learn
relation extraction rules where associated entities are
symbols (e.g. ‘high’, ‘low’). It is more concerned with
discovering hidden descriptions of entity attributes than
creating binary relations between two entities which we are
interested in. REES, developed by Aone and Ramos-
Santacruz (2000) is a lexicon-driven relation extraction
system aiming at identifying a large number of event-
related relations. Similarly to the approach here, it depends
on a verb for locating an event-denoting clue and uses a
pre-deﬁned template which speciﬁes the syntactic and
semantic restrictions on the verb’s arguments.
4.2. KB population
Storing knowledge extracted from text documents in
KBs offers new possibilities for further analysis and reuse.
Ontology instantiation refers to the insertion of informa-
tion into the KB, as described by the ontology (sometimes
referred to as ontology population). Instantiating ontolo-
gies with knowledge is one of the important steps towards
providing valuable ontology-based knowledge services.
Manual ontology instantiation is very labour intensive
and time consuming. A number of approaches have been
studied to speed up this process using a variety of
techniques, such as using IE on raw text, harvesting
information from structured documents, gathering knowl-
edge from existing annotations, accessing online DBs and
gazetteers, etc. These approaches come with different
strengths and weaknesses.
Relying on existing annotations to instantiate a speciﬁc
ontology may ensure fast access to good quality knowledge
as it had already been curated and made available in a
semantic format. However, as mentioned earlier, annota-
tions may not exist in sufﬁcient amounts for the desired
type of knowledge. Furthermore, annotations are most
often crafted based on different ontologies, which may
require some effort to map to local domain representa-
tions. Expose ´ (Luke et al., 1997) is an example of a system
developed to build a KB from online information encoded
in SHOE (Luke et al., 1996).
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which relies on an ontology that has already been
instantiated with large amounts of general purpose data
(e.g. locations, organisations, people names). These in-
stantiations were derived from a set of existing online DBs
and gazetteers. Such online resources often contain a large
amount of good quality data, and hence can be suitable for
ontology bootstrapping. However, online DBs and gazet-
teers cover certain areas of knowledge which might not be
of interest to some ontologies. KIM applies IE techniques
to get hold of additional knowledge.
IE techniques are suitable for extracting knowledge from
text documents regardless of structure or annotations.
However, IE is usually domain dependent. Craven et al.
(2000) instantiated an ontology with knowledge extracted
from web pages using IE methods that have been trained to
extract speciﬁc types of information. The SemTag system
(Dill et al., 2003) uses the TAP (Guha and McCool, 2003)
KB to locate and annotate instances within web pages.
However, SemTag is not capable of identifying new
instances, but rather relies on a pre-instantiated ontology.
The PANKOW system Cimiano et al. (2004), uses an
unsupervised, pattern-based approach to identify the type
or category of an instance (e.g. England is a Country). This
system searches Google for linguistic patterns made from
pairing an extracted instance with a class in the ontology.
The system then decides which category to select based on
the number of hits returned by Google when searching for
that speciﬁc pattern. Note that PANKOW does not
attempt to extract relations between instances, which
is one of the roles of ArtEquAKT. Furthermore, it is
not clear whether PANKOW’s approach applies to
ArtEquAKT’s domain of artists (searching for the pattern
‘Rembrandt is an artist’ returns less results in Google than
for ‘Rembrandt is a place’).
Scraping text from well-structured web pages forms
another approach for instantiating ontologies from web
documents (e.g. Snoussi et al., 2002; Davulcu et al., 2003).
Such approaches are useful for extracting large quantities
of information from domain speciﬁc pages. However, such
tools can only extract from well-structured documents.
Change in the structure of documents often results in a
considerable change in the harvesting scripts to maintain
their functionality. Other approaches (e.g. Dingli et al.,
2003) make use of induced wrappers to extract from less-
structured web pages.
4.2.1. Knowledge consolidation
Automatically instantiating an ontology from diverse
and distributed resources poses signiﬁcant challenges. One
persistent problem is that of the consolidation of duplicate
information that arises when extracting similar or over-
lapping information from different sources. Tackling this
problem is important to maintain the referential integrity
and quality of results of any ontology-based knowledge
service. Reidsma et al. (2003) relied on manually assigned
object identiﬁers to avoid duplication when extracting from
different documents. Little research has looked at the
problem of information consolidation in the IE domain.
This problem becomes more apparent when extracting
from multiple documents. Comparing and merging ex-
tracted information is often based on domain dependent
heuristics (Radev and McKeown, 1998; Reidsma et al.,
2003; White et al., 2001). Dill et al. (2003) relied on
statistical measures to disambiguate instances. Our ap-
proach attempts to identify inconsistencies and consolidate
duplications automatically using a set of heuristics and
term expansion methods based on WordNet (Voorhees,
1998).
4.3. Document generation
While a KB with a deﬁned ontology will ease problems
of machine interaction, many applications will be attempt-
ing to sort, arrange and present information to people.
Ontologies are appropriate vocabularies for machines, but
human beings need a more natural interface.
Story telling provides a simple, intuitive mechanism for
presenting such information. There is a great deal of
existing work regarding narrative, both critical and
philosophical, which may be drawn on to assist the
construction of a story from ‘raw’ structured facts.
We can consider ontologically structured information (in
this case extracted and consolidated from the web into a
KB) as the underlying story, waiting to be told. The
fragments of text in the KB can be re-ordered and
combined with generated sentences to produce an eventual
discourse, personalised to a particular reader and drawing
on many different published sources.
Previous work in the area of dynamic story generation
has highlighted the difﬁculties of maintaining a rhetorical
structure across a dynamically assembled sequence
(Rutledge et al., 2000). As a consequence of this, there
has been a focus on dynamic presentation decisions as
opposed to narrative ones (Mancini, 2000). Here, the
narrative language of cinema has been used as a mechan-
ism to maintain coherence in hypertext narratives. Where
dynamic narrative is presented it has often been based
around domain speciﬁc story-schema such as the format of
a news program (a sequence of atomic bulletins), which has
a dependable rigid format (Lee et al., 1999). By setting out
the narrative structure in advance, the system does not
require the same depth of understanding of the individual
narrative components collected.
4.4. Related systems
By its very nature as an integrating project, inﬂuences
can be derived from the various areas that are being
integrated. In this section we will look at ontologies in
general and systems that use ontologies in similar ways to
the ArtEquAKT system. Related work speciﬁc to the
component parts of the architecture will be discussed in
more detail in the relevant later sections.
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of text summarisation. A number of summarisation
techniques have been described to help bring together
important pieces of information from documents and
present them to the user in a compact form.
Even though most summarisation systems deal with single
documents, some have targeted multiple resources (Radev
and McKeown, 1998; McKeown et al., 2002; White et al.,
2001). Radev and McKeown (1998) developed the SUM-
MONS system to extract information and generate summa-
ries of individual events from MUCs text corpora. The
system compares information extracted from multiple
resources, merges similar content and highlights contra-
dictions. However, like most IE based systems; information
merging is often based on linguistics and timeline compar-
ison of single events (e.g. Radev and McKeown, 1998; White
et al., 2001) or multiple events (e.g. Reidsma et al., 2003).
The Topia project (TOPic based Interaction with
Archives) (Rutledge et al., 2003) generates documents
based upon discourse structures derived from the under-
lying domain semantics. Unlike the ArtEquAKT system,
the starting point for Topia is a semantically annotated set
of material (Paintings in the Rijksmuseum) which is then
formed into documents by clustering material and organis-
ing it into discursive segments. Like ArtEquAKT the aim
was to produce documents that were coherent, plausible
and hopefully pleasant for the reader. Topia does not have
an IE component, as the knowledge is already marked up,
deﬁning the concepts and their metadata using RDF. The
documents are constructed dynamically using clustering
techniques and ordering based around discourse derived
from the metadata. There are no pre-deﬁned templates as
in the ArtEquAKT system.
The MIAKT (Medical Imaging and Advanced Knowl-
edge Technologies) project aimed to apply the capabilities
of the knowledge management and the intelligent analysis
and handling of medical data to collaborative medical
problem solving in the domain of breast cancer screening
and diagnosis (Dupplaw et al., 2004). The research
focussed on the use of ontology services combined with
annotation and enrichment services in order to support
Multi-Disciplinary Meetings between medical practitioners
with different expertise. The supporting tools used a
common ontology for annotation and sharing of data,
trying to encapsulate the overlapping domains involved. In
addition, reasoning and GRID-services were used to
augment the activities.
The KnowItAll system developed at the University of
Washington is constructing a large DB of facts extracted
automatically by web crawing (see Downey et al., 2005).
The system is domain independent and operates autono-
mously.
5. Conclusions and future work
The system discussed here integrates a variety of tools in
order to automate an ontology-based knowledge acquisi-
tion process and maintain a knowledge base with which to
generate customised biographies.
The ontology is placed at the heart of the system, thus
controlling incoming and outgoing knowledge from and to
the system components. The IE component uses the
vocabulary of the ontology to guide the extraction process.
The extraction process tries to match words in web
documents with class and relation names in the ontology
to determine how to extract from a sentence and where to
insert the extracted triple in the ontology.
Skeleton rules for sentence-based relation extraction are
currently handcrafted within the system at design-time,
which are then executed automatically at run-time.
However, these rules are dynamically linked to the relation
labels in the ontology. In order for this to work, the
ontology terminology has to be set in a clear fashion, thus
avoiding obscure relation and class names. It would also
help if the labels of relations in particular consist of one
main term (e.g. born_in instead of location_of_birth). This
enables the extractor process to easily identify the verb or
noun to check for in the text documents.
The initial idea of ArtEquAKT was to build an
ontology-independent knowledge extraction system. How-
ever, in practice there will always be some element of
domain dependency when it comes to information extrac-
tion, generation, and consolidation. Nevertheless, certain
types of knowledge are not limited to any speciﬁc domain,
such as personal information, dates of personal events,
locations, etc. Such knowledge will be treated more or less
the same no matter if the person in question is an artist, a
painter, a football player, or a politician. On the other
hand, information about paintings is domain speciﬁc
(domain of art), and thus requires special treatment when
it comes to identiﬁcation and extraction (e.g. identifying
names and styles of paintings).
As an example we could replace the current artist
ontology with a researcher ontology, where the extraction
is expected to focus on information about research
activities. Since the relation extraction between entities in
our artists ontology is mostly determined by the main
type of verb used in the source text, we can expect
similar extraction performance from a research ontology if
the research activities are also identiﬁable from such a main
verb. With respect to entity recognition tools, domain
speciﬁc entities (e.g. publication styles) need specialised
extraction rules that have to be modiﬁed when the domain
changes.
The important point is that the system is ﬂexible enough
to accept new extraction rules and can adapt to some
extent to changes in the ontology without having to
regenerate affected rules. For example if the relation
date_of_birth was changed to born_on in our ontology,
then the extraction process will not be affected because
both terms (birth and born) are linked in WordNet which is
heavily used by ArtEquAKT for term expansion.
Our consolidation tools also make use of the ontology
relations to consolidate duplicate instances. For example,
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they have common attribute values as described by the
ontology. For this to work the ontology must clearly
identify relations that may accept multiple values (e.g.
places visited) and those of singular values (e.g. places of
birth). But in some cases, conﬂicting information is
extracted from the web, and hence there will be a
requirement to store multiple values for such relations,
even if they normally take singular values.
Domain knowledge helps in consolidation. For example,
paintings are considered the same if they are painted by the
same artists with the same name and date. Gazetteers can
also be used to support consolidation. If a gazetteer of
artist names is available then the consolidation process can
check whether there is a unique Rembrandt or not, and if
so then all Rembrandts can be merged together. More
work needs to be done to develop more knowledge
dependent consolidation methods.
Even after the knowledge base has been built using the
extraction and consolidation processes, the ontology
remains as a unifying presence. The templates used for
biography generation contain queries into the paragraph
database indexed using the terms of the ontology. They
also contain direct queries into the knowledge base which
are used to generate simple sentences in cases where
paragraphs are not available or not required. The
templates are thus implicitly structured around the
ontology and the types of relations that have been
modelled (family, marriage, etc.)
Currently extensions to the ontology require manual
additions to the templates in order to be reﬂected in the
biographies. A more integrated approach would be to
represent the templates inside the ontology, so that sections
of the template would be directly related to the classes in
the ontology with whose instances they would be popu-
lated. As an example this would mean that if the family
classes were extended to included uncles and aunts then
this would be automatically reﬂected in the templates and
thus the biographies.
In general the ontology provides a point of focus and
cohesion throughout the system, even though the actual
component parts are loosely coupled. The ontology not
only provides a common vocabulary but also a common
understanding of what relations might exist that is drawn
on at every stage.
Further work will look at removing the hand crafted
elements from each stage of the system and deriving more
information from the ontology itself. This will facilitate a
more generic system, where changing the ontology is all
that is required to change the domain. Once this has been
completed, more detailed user evaluations of the system
can be carried out as the project moves forward from
evaluating the individual components and their interface
with the ontology through to more overarching evaluations
of the biographies produced by the system as a whole.
As the Semantic Web grows, changing an ontology will
increasingly become a job of collation and integration
rather than authorship. We are not suggesting that using
an ontology as the central part of this kind of extraction
and generation system is a magic solution, but rather that it
a point of focus that affords a degree of modularity. The
ontology needs to be relevant to the processes that use it,
for example by having associations to IE services, or
relations to domain speciﬁc document templates.
Ontologies provide a solid underpinning for the auto-
matic extraction, consolidation and re-representation of
knowledge. They encourage consistent modelling, enable
more modular and generic systems, and provide a focal
point for complex chains of knowledge manipulation
processes.
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